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UNIVERSAL ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS WITH
SUBEXPONENTIALBUT
NOT POLYNOMIALLYBOUNDED GROWTH
MARTHA K. SMITH1
Abstract. The universal enveloping algebras of certain Lie algebras provide
examples of integral domains with growth which is subexponential but not

bounded by any polynomial.

1. Suppose the (not necessarily associative) algebra S is generated over the
field k by the finite set X. Let S(X, n) denote the /c-subspace of 5 spanned by
all monomial words of length less than or equal to n in the elements of X. The
growth function ys(n) of S with respect to X is defined as dim S(X, n).
G. Bergman has pointed out that hmn_>x¡ys(n)[/n always exists. For clearly,
ys(n + m) < ys(n)ys(m). Thus if n = mk + /, where k > 0 and 0 < / < m,
ysin)1/n<

ysMk/"ysinl/n<

7s(^)1/mïs(^),/"

(since ys is nondecreasing). Taking ys(m)i/m close to lim inf ys(n)l/" shows
that ysin)1/" converges.
Definitions,
(i) S has exponential growth if lim ys(n)i/n > 1. Otherwise, S
has subexponential growth, (ii) S has polymomially bounded growth if there exists
a polynomial/i with ys(n) < p(n) for all sufficiently large n.
If X is another set of generators with corresponding growth function y's(n),
then y's(n) < ys(mn) where X' C S(X, m), so that (i)-(ii) are independent of

X.
In this note we examine the growth of universal enveloping algebras in
order to show the existence of integral domains with subexponential but not
polynomially bounded growth. It is not known if groups with such growth

functions exist (cf. [1], [5], [6]).
Let Xs(n) = ys(n) - ys(n - 1). For s G S, the X-length of s is ls(s) =

min{«|s G S(X, n)}.
2. S has subexponential growth if and only if lim sup,,^^ Xs(n)l/" < 1.
Necessity is clear. To establish sufficiency, note that lim supn_00 Xs(n)l/" < 1
implies that the generating function F(t) = Y\s(n)t" converges absolutely in
the unit circle. But then so does
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G(0 = 2'm2A5(«)í"=2Ys(«)r,
yielding the desired inequality.
3. Let L denote a Lie algebra generated over the field Acby the finite set X
whose elements are linearly independent over k. Let U = U(L) denote its
universal enveloping algebra. We may assume L Ç U(L), so that X generates
U as an associative algebra. We may choose a basis «,, u2, . . . for L such
that X = {«,,...,
MYl(i)}and such that uy^n_X)+x, . . . , u^ in) is a basis for

L(X, n) modulo L(X, n - 1). By the Birkhoff-Poincaré-Witt Theorem [4, p.
159], the "standard"

monomials u¡u¡ ■ ■ ■ u¡ with ix < i2 < • • • < ir form a

basis for U.
4. Clearly /„(t/,-) < /¿(«,). Define the "formal length" / of an arbitrary
monomial u, • • • w, to be 2y.i//,(M,). It is easily seen that the canonical
process [4, p. 157] for rewriting a monomial as a linear combination of
standard monomials produces monomials of standard length no greater than
that of the original. It follows that /^(m,) = lL(u¡) (henceforth denoted /(«,)),
and more generally that the length in U of a standard monomial is its formal
length. Consequently, A(7(«) is the cardinality of the set
(

(/»„...,

rV<«>)| S rV(",)

= n> M,nonnegative

integersJ,

so that
00

00

1=1

M-=0

F(t)= IT(i - i,w) = S M«)/is a generating function for \v(n).
5. If L is finite dimensional, we may choose A to be a basis for L. Then by
4, Y//«) is the number of /--tuples (/*,, . . ., /tr) of nonnegative integers
(r = dim L) with 2 ju, < «. The argument of [6, Proposition 3.6] then shows

M-)-±(Xr
i= 0
which for n > r is a polynomial of degree r in n (cf. [2], where growth is
studied by considering lim sup[(log y(n))/log n].

6. If L is not finite dimensional, U does not have polynomially bounded
growth. For in the notation of 3, there exists for each n > 0 some u¡ with
/(«,..) = n. The number of standard monomials in the u,'s with lengtn n is
then />(«), the number of partitions of n. Since [3, p. 237] for any e > 0,
exp((77V2 /3 - e)Vn) < p(n), yv(n) cannot be bounded above by any polynomial.
7. If L has subexponential growth, then so does U. For as in 2, it suffices to
show that F(t) = ^=^v(n)t"
has radius of convergence at least 1. By 4,
TT /

'

t'(Ui)

\
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Then F converges absolutely in the unit circle if and only if the series
S^.r'^Ví1
- r'(Ui)) converges for all 0 < r < 1. Ratio comparison with the
convergent series SJl,/-'^
= S"=1A¿(/i)r" shows that it does.

8. There exist finitely-generated infinite-dimensional Lie algebras with
subexponential growth, e.g., the Lie algebra L with basis x,yx,y2, . . . such
that [x,y¡] = yi+x, [y¡,yj] = 0. Thus there exist finitely-generated associative
algebras with growth which is neither polynomially bounded nor exponential.
The examples obtained in the above manner are domains [4, p. 166].
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